Creating a
“level playing
field” – for all
how avenu discovered and
recovered more than

$1.2

million in new revenue while
registering over

3,800 new

business licenses using data

and analytics.

case study:
bessemer, al

Challenge

Timeframe

Streamline processes and discover new
revenue for a mid-size municipality.

2013 – present.

Client

Solutions

The City of Bessemer, AL;
population 27,000

Compliance Auditing – Business
License Compliance

Revenue Discovery & Recovery Program:
City of Bessemer, Alabama
Avenu’s unique relationships with our clients, coupled with our understanding of
government services, have afforded us the opportunity to apply practical administration and
discovery solutions targeted at revenue enhancement and maximization.

These solutions are designed to help local governments grow
existing revenue and drive immediate cash flow.
Specifically, Avenu has developed an innovative approach to assist budget- and
resource-challenged governments in improving their cash flow, compliance, and collection
efforts. In addition to a comprehensive tax administration program we offer license and tax
compliance through our discovery and recovery process which matches a jurisdiction’s
existing databases against various databases aggregated from disparate systems and
resources. We identify significant numbers of previously unknown and unlicensed
businesses operating within a jurisdiction, producing significant added revenues for our
client when the appropriate licenses are issued, and the unreported taxes collected.
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Our recent experience with the City of Bessemer, Alabama illustrates the process. After
being awarded the contract, Avenu representatives worked with the City to obtain a current
copy of the City's business tax roll and other relevant databases.
Once the databases were obtained, the data was carefully scrubbed and normalized in
preparation for the data-mining exercise. Avenu then compared this database with a
database aggregated specifically to predict businesses most likely to be operating within the
City to generate a file of probable unlicensed businesses. This "long list" was then
subjected to a thorough human review by experienced Avenu revenue professionals, to
eliminate "false positives", for example, companies already licensed at the same location, but
under another name.
Following this review, Avenu mailed each non-compliant business a package containing a
delinquency notification letter, a business tax fee schedule, and a business tax application.
Concurrent with the mailing of first notices, phone calls were placed to all accounts.

Second-attempt phone calls were made 30 days after the
initial mailing and so on. As proper forms and payments
were rceived and processed by Avenu, the newly found
revenues were immediately disbursed to the City.

AVENU provides a Taxpayer Service Center, staffed during normal
business hours (9-5 EST, M-F) with voice-mail available to record calls
during all other times to ensure that businesses received all the
information necessary for license application and payment.
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Sounds good, but what were the results
for the City of Bessemer?

• Avenu discovered and collected new business license revenue equal to $1,297,822 and

recovered 3,819 licenses;
• Adding approximately 2,257 new businesses to the tax rolls have provided an increase in
projected future business license revenues estimated at more than $200,000 per year, as
these businesses pay their taxes, year after year;
• Creation of a "level playing field" for all businesses in Bessemer has enhanced
compliance, stemming from the recognition in the business community that the City’s
business tax ordinance is enforced;
• The discovery and recovery project, coupled with almost seven years of comprehensive
administration of the City’s Sales/Use, Rental, and Lodging taxes and Compliance
Auditing services by Avenu, has collectively raised the City's overall revenue by almost
10%;
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Understanding that all revenue was not being collected, and
operating under the constraints of limited resources, the
City’s decision to partner with Avenu made good business
sense and Avenu delivered the results to prove it.

Avenu has completed hundreds of business
license discovery and recovery projects, including
projects with similar results for larger jurisdictions
such as Atlanta, GA.

Learn what Avenu can do
for your city

avenuinsights.com
succeed@avenuinsights.com

